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Welcome to the savvy luminary podcast astrology for entrepreneurs. I'm your host, Leslie
Tagorda, creator of the Astro rad method, business astrologer, Brad designer, author and
Aquarius boss woman, I help visionaries, spiritual entrepreneurs and impact makers like
you illuminate and amplify your unique star powers. So you can be the luminary you were
born to be. I love understanding all of the cosmic transits that we are all feeling when I put
together this business, a star cast report, this is so that you can understand the energies
that we all get to play with. Remember, these are collective cosmic energies available to
us all. And there's nothing to be fearful of, even if there's something like a challenging
retrograde or a square that you might be feeling. Because instead of looking at a transit
as being challenging or hard, we get to get curious with how do we get to use this energy
in our lives in our businesses instead of working against them. So as you're about to listen
to the cosmic notes of this upcoming week, I urge you to get curious about what you need
to learn, and how you get to work with this energy in your businesses. For those outer
planets with those larger ships, those outer planets that move slowly, you may feel this
energy leading up to a few days, even weeks and leading away from and of course, if
you're going to personalize these energies, with conjunctions, and meetings, where I'm
giving you specific degrees and activations find out where that degree lives in your own
natal chart, the astrological house that contains that degree is going to give you insight
as to where in your life and your business, you're going to have the most impact. And if
you have any Natal energies that are also being activated by any of these cosmic
energies, that's going to give you more insight as to what's coming up for you in your own
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business. All right, let's dive into the business starcast for this upcoming week, aloha
luminaries, we have a lot of things going on in July. But one of the things that's going on in
July is that I am unplugged. And I will be on a much needed vacation visiting my home
island of Oahu in Hawaii. And so we're doing something a little bit differently, something
that I've always aspired to yet to never attained. So for all of the July business star casts,
I'm actually pre recording them. Normally, I love recording them in the moment on the fly,
because I love to feel into the energy of what's actually happening in the sky and kind of
reporting on that. You know, July is kind of a big is another one of those big months. Not
that we have like these like great conjunctions like we had in 2020. But there's a lot of
there's a lot of tensions building in the air. So I would love to be able to report on them
and maybe something will happen and i'll come on live but who knows. But for now, this is
what I have for you. So here we go. All right, everybody. It's the final week of July and oh
my goodness, we saved the best for last there is a lot of energy happening and shifting
this week. So the theme of the week is channel impulsiveness into creativity. We have
three planetary shifts happening in the span of three short days this week. Now when we
have these many planets changing signs in a short amount of time, this is really a shock
to our collective system. This much change in a short span may feel rash and unsettled so
beware of any impulsiveness. Is that a word? Beware of impulsiveness. You can harness
this wild energy into cultural, expressive or artistic interests as a constructive way to
channel all of this power. This isn't necessarily the week to launch or commit to anything
long term. Instead, use this energy to create gather deep insights and restore. Now
However, if you are launching, and you are still ready and you've been you're like just
ready to jump at the bit, you feel the energy permission to launch on July 25. That is
Sunday. Mercury who has been moving so quickly The sky is now opposite Pluto
retrograde at exactly 1:15pm Pacific 4:15pm. Eastern. Again, we have an opposition that
we need to hold space for root to rise, make a choice stretch into holding all of the
perspectives and wisdom Opposite Pluto, speak your heart to empower what powerful
insight Do you need to share now for a fleeting day you gain deep emotional perception.
This focus knowledge allows you to gain more than information, but also the emotional
energy of this information, you're able to speak to the things that sometimes are hidden
out of your reach. This is a good time to share a deep message in writing or speaking,
tough and taboo conversations can be had now with kindness and understanding, you
can empower others with your powerful insight on topics that may be hard to discuss.
Now only if you choose. Mercury is still in cancer at 25 degrees opposite Pluto retrograde
at Capricorn of 25 degrees. Okay, so for the next three days, we have planets entering
new signs, some shifts are happening on Tuesday the 27th Mercury, after zipping through
cancer has now entering Leo enters Leo exactly 6:12pm Pacific 9:12pm Eastern, where the
theme for mercury and Leo for these next couple of weeks is confident communication.
What fun Can you have with your messaging from now through August 11 mercury spends
its time in courageous, vibrant Leo. Leo communications can take on an air of all no at all
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nervous, but keep in mind to engage as well as listen from your heart for your
communications to really feel heart felt. Your mind is very good at expressing salt
expressing itself in colorful vibrant ways. This is a great time to get creative writing
projects done or add some fun to your communications. Write copy for your next launch
or website. record a few podcast episodes or dress up for your reels you are sure to have
fun expressing your style and yourself. On Wednesday, we have Jupiter retrograde re
entering Aquarius at exactly 5:43am Pacific 8:43am Eastern, where we get to re examine
your values and beliefs for the future. What inner seeking will allow you to gain outer
opportunities. In Jupiter's retrograde motion this social energies steps back into Aquarius
in general, Jupiter's reverse motion is felt on a more subtle collective level so you might
not even notice this shift. During Jupiter retrograde your expansiveness of Jupiter is
focused inward, reconnecting and expanding your inner beliefs while challenging normal
societal beliefs. There's nothing to do with this shift except notice what personal beliefs
are now expanding. Jupiter appears to go backwards through October 17. tracing back to
Aquarius of 22 degrees. If you have planets or angles in Aquarius and late degrees of
Aquarius between 29 degrees and back to 22 degrees, you're going to feel Jupiter
expanding your natal energies for the second pass, bringing you deeper meaning and
beliefs that will support your overall potential. You get this opportunity with Jupiter once
every 12 years or so. So if this is you get curious with what evolution you experienced
about 12 years ago and see how it is related to your current experiences. Do know that
after October as when Jupiter moves forward again, it's going to cross these degrees
between 22 and 29 degrees of Aquarius, and you're going to get a third expansive watch
on Jupiter on all your natal energies. So have fun with your new expansive beliefs. I'm
really looking forward to this because my Natal sun and my Natal Jupiter are right around
Aquarius of 24 and 25 degrees. So back in when was it in April when Jupiter crossed over
my son that for that first pass I was like, I don't really feel anything as like vibrant and an
exciting as I thought I was going to. But I'm so lucky that I'm gonna get two more passes.
So maybe you will too. All right. And the very next day on Thursday, gosh, we have so
many energies changing here on the 29th we have a rash and impulsive days so just take
heed because we have a couple of like Mars things going on. So first of all at 8:50am
Pacific 11:50am Eastern we have Mars now opposite Jupiter retrograde can another
opposition route arise through to rise full illumination and make that choice. This happens
at exactly at 8:50am Pacific 11:50am Eastern and this is happening at kind of a critical
degree Mars is going to be at Leo of 29 degrees and Jupiter retrograde is going to be an
Aquarius of 29 degrees. Now this what every time Mars like a forward moving planet hits
that 29 agrees before it moves into a new sign. It feels really really tense like it's holding
on all the all the old shadow energies of that sign. So we can if you remember way back
when to the capital insurrection that happened on an Aries of 29 degrees with with Mars
and so Mars at Leo 29 degrees. Well, Leo isn't as rash as Aries is, in terms of fighting,
there's still some of that fiery energy that we need to be like really, like aware of and then,
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but now Mars is opposite Jupiter and Jupiter just expands everything so that there's this
full illumination so in your own personal life, because that's your business. That's the things
that you can control. Just be careful better to be careful because what energetic fervor
might you need to rein in a good thing about today is that you may have an abundance
of energy your drive to get things done is at an all time high. On the other hand, the build
up of this energy may not have an outlet making it feel stuck giving you a feeling of
wanting to explode, you could be feeling Uber confident with the likelihood of taking
careless risks. Better yet, spend today tackling a creative project so you can use this
energy in a productive way. Again, Mars at Leo 29 degrees opposite Jupiter retrograde
Aquarius at 29 degrees. Mark this one on your calendar. Just kind of note what happens
this is the best way to feel into astrological energy is to start to journal about how these
how these transits affect to you so that you can kind of get familiar with live having the
stars be embodied in your own energy. Now later that day, Mars is going to move through
Leo 29 degrees of that that opposition is going to be kind of quick. And now Mars will be
entering Virgo later that afternoon at 1:32pm Pacific 4:32pm. Eastern so if any strife
happens, it's going to happen earlier in the day motivate with organization, what data
driven aspects of your business can you achieve now through September 14, Mars is
motivated to analyze and organize use the season to motivate over gathering data,
reviewing your metrics, getting things organized and making evidence based decisions. If
you've been putting off reviewing your books or looking at your website traffic, this is a
great time to come face to face with the data. Don't avoid data data doesn't lie and can
give you the facts and decisions that will make your business more efficient and
profitable. Be aware that this vigilance of Mars and Virgo can make you overthink,
overwork and over analyze. So when you begin to feel this tendency take care of your
body. First calm your system and maintain good health to prevent your mind from going
overdrive and letting perfection that that attain an attainable drive for perfection. settle
in. Let's say no to that. If you have planets or angles in Virgo Mars is going to energize
your natal planets giving you that extra oomph. So pay attention to the details and work
effectively. And lastly, on the last day of july july 31 I'll be flying back from Hawaii back
home to San Francisco to get straight to work fully refreshed. We have our fourth quarter
moon in Taurus at eight degrees. This happens at exactly 6:16am Pacific 9:19am Eastern.
We opened up with the month with the fourth quarter moon in Aries and now we're
having our fourth quarter moon in Taurus closing up the month where this time the theme
is relax and get comfortable. What can you do today to feel peaceful and prosperous?
With the fourth quarter tourist moon today's stop pushing and rushing through things to
stop and smell the roses. You may feel your creativity and ability to be confident hitting
some limits and the worst thing is to keep pushing. Give yourself a break and luxuriate it is
by finding peace in yourself and connecting to your body by peppering it that you can feel
the spaciousness that will wash away any limitations and boundaries. You may find
yourself feeling stuck in a no win situation. If so, get curious about your limitations. If your
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limitations are self imposed, or a result of decisions you may have made or you haven't
made, that way you can change your course, if you're feeling energized and creative. get
curious with what is sparking your creativity so you can replicate that energy again in the
future. Remember, last quarter moon phases are for doing that inner integration work in
our lives and our businesses. It's a time to reflect on what we now know and understand so
we can assess how we want to continue in your business. The fourth quarter moon phase is
a perfect time for reviewing analytics examining progress and surveying. There will be
things you keep things you let go and things you modify based on what you now know. All
right, luminaries, thank you for a lovely week and a lovely July I will talk to you soon.
Aloha. The greatest thing that you could do to me to pass things forward is to head over
to Apple iTunes. And leave a rating and review for this podcast. let others know what you
think. And each rating and review helps this podcast be more visible to listeners. Like you
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